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Clustering and Unsupervised Classification

9.1
Delineation of Spectral Classes

The successful application of maximum likelihood classification is dependent upon

having delineated correctly the spectral classes in the image data of interest. This is

necessary since each class is to be modelled by a normal probability distribution, as

discussed in Chap. 8. If a class happens to be multimodal, and this is not resolved,

then clearly the modelling cannot be very effective.

Users of remotely sensed data can only specify the information classes. Occa-

sionally it might be possible to guess the number of spectral classes in a particular

information class but, in general, the user would have little idea of the number of

distinct unimodal groups that the data falls into in multispectral space. Gaussian

mixture modelling can be used for this purpose (Sect. 8.7) but the complexity of es-

timating simultaneously the number of Gaussian components, and their parameters,

can make this approach difficult to use. Clustering procedures are practical alterna-

tives that can be used for that purpose; these are methods that have been applied in

many data analysis fields to enable inherent data structures to be determined.

Clustering can also be used for unsupervised classification. In this technique an

image is segmented into unknown classes. It is the task of the user to label those

classes afterwards.

There are a great number of clustering methods. In this chapter only those com-

monly employed with remote sensing data are treated.

9.2
Similarity Metrics and Clustering Criteria

Clustering implies a grouping of pixels in multispectral space. Pixels belonging to

a particular cluster are therefore spectrally similar. In order to quantify this rela-

tionship it is necessary to devise a similarity measure. Many similarity metrics have

been proposed but those used commonly in clustering procedures are usually simple
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Fig. 9.1. Two apparently acceptable clusterings of a set of two dimensional data

distance measures in multispectral space. The most frequently encountered are Eu-

clidean distance and L1 (or interpoint) distance. If x1 and x2 are two pixels whose

similarity is to be checked then the Euclidean distance between them is

d(x1, x2)=||x1 − x2||

= {(x1 − x2)
t (x1 − x2)}
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whereN is the number of spectral components. TheL1 distance between the pixels is

d(x1, x2) =

N
∑

i=1

|x1i − x2i |. (9.2)

Clearly the latter is computationally faster to determine. However it can be seen as

less accurate than the Euclidean distance measure.

By using a distance measure it should be possible to determine clusters in data.

Often however there could be several acceptable clusters assignments of the data, as

depicted in Fig. 9.1, so that once a candidate clustering has been found it is desirable

to have ameans bywhich the “quality” of clustering can bemeasured.The availability

of such a measure should allow one cluster assignment of the data to be chosen over

all others.

A common clustering criterion or quality indicator is the sum of squared error

(SSE) measure, defined as

SSE=
∑
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(x −mi)
t (x −mi)
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where mi is the mean of the ith cluster and x ∈ Ci is a pattern assigned to that

cluster. The outer sum is over all the clusters. This measure computes the cumulative

distance of each pattern from its cluster centre for each cluster individually, and then

sums those measures over all the clusters. If it is small the distances from patterns to

cluster means are all small and the clustering would be regarded favourably.

Other quality of clustering measures exist. One popular one is to derive a “within

cluster scattermeasure” by determining the average covariancematrix of the clusters,

and a “between cluster scatter measure” by looking at the means of the clusters

compared with the global mean of the data. These two measures are combined into

a single figure of merit as discussed in Duda, Hart and Stork (2001) and Coleman

and Andrews (1979). It can be shown that figures of merit such as these are similar

to the sum of squared error criterion.

It is of interest to note that SSE has a theoretical minimum of zero, which corre-

sponds to all clusters containing only a single data point. As a result, if an iterative

method is used to seek the natural clusters or spectral classes in a set of data then it

has a guaranteed termination point, at least in principle. In practice it may be too ex-

pensive to allow natural termination. Instead, iterative procedures are often stopped

when an acceptable degree of clustering has been achieved.

It is possible now to consider the implementation of an actual clustering algo-

rithm.While it should depend upon a progressiveminimisation (and thus calculation)

of SSE this is impracticable since it requires an enormous number of values of SSE

for the evaluation of all candidate clusterings. For example, there are approximately

Cp/C! ways of placing P patterns into C clusters (Duda, Hart and Stork, 2001).

This number of SSE values would require computation at each stage of clustering

to allow a minimum to be chosen. Rather than embark upon such a rigorous and

computationally expensive approach the heuristic procedure of the following section

is usually adopted in practice.

Similarity metrics for clustering can incorporate measures other than spectral

likeness. Spatial proximity might be important in some applications as might com-

ponents that account for categorical information. For example, clustering crop pixels

might be guided by all ofmultispectralmeasurements, soil type and spatial contiguity.

These more general metrics are not covered here.

9.3
The Iterative Optimization (Migrating Means)
Clustering Algorithm

The iterative optimization clustering procedure, also called the migrating means

technique, is essentially the isodata algorithm presented by Ball and Hall (1965).

It is based upon estimating some reasonable assignment of the pixel vectors into

candidate clusters and then moving them from one cluster to another in such a way

that the SSE measure of the preceding section is reduced.
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9.3.1

The Basic Algorithm

The iterative optimization algorithm is implemented by the following set of basic

steps:

1. The procedure is initialised by selecting C points in multispectral space to serve

as candidate cluster centres. Let these be called

m̂i, i = 1, . . . C.

The selection of the m̂i at this stage is arbitrary with the exception that no two

may be the same. To avoid anomolous cluster generation with unusual data sets it

is generally wise to space the initial cluster means uniformly over the data. This

can also serve to enhance convergence.

Besides choosing the m̂i the number of clusters C, must be specified beforehand

by the user.

2. The locationx of each pixel in the segment of the image to be clustered is examined

and the pixel is assigned to the nearest candidate cluster. This assignment would

be made on the basis of the Euclidean or even L1 distance measure.

3. The new set of means that result from the grouping produced in Step 2 are com-

puted. Let these be denoted

mi, i = 1, . . . C.

4. If mi = m̂i for all i, the procedure is terminated. Otherwise m̂i is redefined as

the current value of mi and the procedure returns to Step 2.

The iterative optimization procedure is illustrated for a simple set of two dimen-

sional patterns in Fig. 9.2.

9.3.2

Mergings and Deletions

Once clustering is completed, or at any suitable intervening stage, the clusters can

be examined to see whether

(i) any clusters contain so few points as to be meaningless (e.g. that they would

not give acceptable statistics estimates if used in training a maximum likelihood

classifier), or

(ii) some clusters are so close together that they represent an unnecessary or indeed

an injudicious division of the data, and thus they should be merged.

In view of the material of Sect. 8.2.6 a guideline exists for (i), viz that a cluster

would be of little value for training a maximum likelihood classifier if it did not

contain about 10N pointswhereN is the number of spectral components. InChap. 10,

which deals with separability and divergence, means for deciding whether clusters

should be merged can also be devised.
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Fig. 9.2. An illustration of clustering by iterative optimization (or the isodata method). As

noted, the method leads to a progressive reduction in SSE
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9.3.3

Splitting Elongated Clusters

Another stage that can be inserted into the isodata algorithm is to separate elongated

clusters into two new clusters. Usually this is done by prespecifying a standard

deviation in each spectral band beyond which a cluster should be halved. Again this

can be done after a set number of iterations, also specified by the user.

9.3.4

Choice of Initial Cluster Centres

Initialisation of the iterative optimization procedure requires specification of the

number of clusters expected, along with their starting positions. In practice the actual

or optimum number of clusters to choose will not be known. Therefore it is often

chosen conservatively high, having in mind that resulting inseparable clusters can be

consolidated after the process is completed, or at intervening iterations, if a merging

operation is available.

The choice of the initial locations of the cluster centres is not critical although

evidently it will have an influence on the time it takes to reach a final, acceptable

clustering. Since no guidance is available in general, the following is a logical pro-

cedure (Phillips 1973). The initial cluster centres are chosen uniformly spaced along

themultidimensional diagonal of themultispectral pixel space. This is a line from the

origin to the point corresponding to the maximum brightness value in each spectral

component (corresponding to 255 for 8 bit data, etc.). This choice can be refined

if the user has some idea of the actual range of brightness values in each spectral

component, say by having previously computed histograms. In that case the cluster

centres would be initialised along a diagonal through the actual multidimensional

extremities of the data.

Choice of the initial locations of clusters in the manner described is a reasonable

and effective one since they are then well spread over the multispectral space in a

region in which many spectral classes occur, especially for correlated data such as

that corresponding to soils, rocks, concretes, etc.

9.3.5

Clustering Cost

Obviously the major limitation of the isodata technique is the need to prespecify the

number of cluster centres. If this specification is too high then a posteriori merging

can be used; however this is an expensive strategy. On the other hand, if too few are

chosen initially then some multimodal spectral classes will result which, in turn, will

prejudice ultimate classification accuracy.

Irrespective ofwhether toomanyor too fewclusters are used, the isodata approach

is computationally expensive since, at each iteration, every pixel must be checked

against all cluster centres. Thus for C clusters and P pixels, PC distances have to be

computed at each iteration and the smallest found. For N band data, each Euclidean
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distance calculation will require N multiplications and N additions, ignoring the

square root operation in (9.1) since that neednot be carriedout.Thus for 20 classes and

10,000 pixels, 100 iterations isodata clustering requires 20 million multiplications

per band of data.

9.4
Unsupervised Classification and Cluster Maps

At the completion of clustering, pixels within a given group are usually given a

symbol to indicate that they belong to the same cluster or spectral class. Using these

symbols a cluster map can be produced; this is a map corresponding to the image

which has been clustered, but in which the pixels are represented by their symbol

rather than by the original multispectral data. Sometimes only part of an image is

used to form the cluster centres, but all pixels can be allocated to one of the clusters

through, say, an minimum distance assignment.

The availability of a cluster map allows a classification to be made. If some pixels

with a given label can be identified with a particular ground cover type (by means of

maps, site visits or other forms of reference data) then all pixels with the same label

can be associated with that class. This method of image classification, depending

as it does on a posteriori recognition of the classes, is called unsupervised classifi-

cation since the analyst plays no part until the computational aspects are complete.

Often unsupervised classification is used as a stand-alone technique, particularly

when reliable training data for supervised classification cannot be obtained or is too

expensive to acquire. However, it is also of value, as noted earlier, to determine the

spectral classes that should be considered in a subsequent supervised approach. This

is pursued in detail in Chap. 11.

9.5
A Clustering Example

To illustrate the nature of the results produced by the iterative optimization algorithm

a simple example with Landsat multispectral scanner data is presented. Figure 9.3a

shows a small image segment (band 7 only for illustration) which consists of regions

of crops and background soils. Figure 9.3b shows a scatter diagram for the image.

In this, band 7 versus band 5 brightnesses of the pixels have been plotted. This is a

subspace of the full four dimensional multispectral space of the image and gives an

illustration of how the data points are distributed.

The data was clustered using the iterative optimization procedure (Kelly, 1983).

Only five iterations were used and the algorithmwas asked to determine five clusters.

Merging and splitting options were employed at the end of each iteration leading

ultimately to the four clusters shown on the plot of cluster means in Fig. 9.3c and

to the cluster map shown in Fig. 9.3d. Comparison with Fig. 9.3a shows that the
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Fig. 9.3. a Image segment used in the clustering illustration; b band 7 versus band 5 scatter

diagram for the image; c cluster centres on a band 7 versus band 5 diagram; d cluster map

produced by the isodata algorithm.
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Table 9.1. Cluster means and standard deviations for Fig. 9.3. generated by the iterative

optimization procedure

vegetation classes have been segmented more finely than the background soils in

this case. Nevertheless the cluster map displays acceptable spatial homogeneity.

Numerical details of the clusters established are given in Table 9.1.

It is important to realise that the results generated in this example are not unique

but depend upon the clustering parameters chosen. In practice the user may need

to apply the algorithm several times with different parameter values to generate the

desired segmentation.

9.6
A Single Pass Clustering Technique

In order to reduce the cost of clustering image data, alternatives to iterative optimiza-

tion have been proposed and arewidely implemented in software packages for remote

sensing image analysis. Often what they gain in speed they may lose in accuracy;

however if the user is aware of their characteristics they can usually be employed

effectively. One fast clustering procedure which requires only a single pass through

the data is described in the following subsection.

9.6.1

Single Pass Algorithm

Not all of the region to be clustered must be used in developing cluster centres but

rather, for cost reduction, a randomly selected samplemay be chosen and the samples
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Fig. 9.4. Illustration of generation of cluster centres

using the first row of samples

Fig. 9.5.Means by which pixels in the

second and subsequent rows of sam-

ples are handled in the single pass clus-

tering algorithm

arranged into a two dimensional array. The first row of samples is then used to obtain

a starting set of cluster centres. This is initiated by adopting the first sample as the

centre of the first cluster. If the second sample in the first row is further away from

the first than a user specified critical distance then it is used to form another cluster

centre. Otherwise the two samples are said to belong to the same cluster and their

mean is computed as the new cluster centre. This procedure, which is illustrated in

Fig. 9.4, is applied to all samples in the first row. Once this row has been exhausted

the multidimensional standard deviations of the clusters are computed. Each sample

in the second and subsequent rows is checked to see which cluster it is closest to.

It is assigned to that cluster, and the cluster statistics recomputed, if it lies within a

user-prescribed number of standard deviations. Otherwise it is used to form a new

cluster centre (which is assigned a nominal standard deviation). This is depicted in

Fig. 9.5. In this manner all of the samples are clustered and clusters with less than

a prescribed number of pixels are deleted. Should a cluster map be required then

the original segment of image data is scanned pixel by pixel and each pixel labelled

according to the class it is closest to (on the basis usually of Euclidean distance).

Should it be an outlying pixel in terms of the available cluster centres it is not labelled.
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9.6.2

Advantages and Limitations

Apart from speed, a major advantage of this approach over the isodata procedure

is its ability to create cluster centres as it proceeds. It is therefore not necessary for

the user to specify beforehand the required number of clusters. However the method

has two limitations. First, the user has to have a feel for the parameters required by

the algorithm. In particular the user has to specify the critical distance parameter

sensibly to enable the initial cluster centres to be established in a reasonable manner.

Also the user has to know howmany standard deviations should be used in assigning

pixels in the second and subsequent lines of samples to existing clusters. Clearly,

with experience, these parameters can be estimated reasonably.

The second limitation is that themethod is dependent upon thefirst line of samples

to initiate the clustering. Since it is only a one pass algorithm and has no feedback

checkingmechanismbyway of iteration, its ultimate set of cluster centres can depend

significantly on the character of the first line of samples.

9.6.3

Strip Generation Parameter

Adjacent pixels along a line frequently belong to the same cluster, as is to be expected,

particularly for images of cultivated regions. A method therefore for enhancing the

speed of clustering is to compare a pixel with its predecessor and assign it to the

same cluster immediately if it is similar. The similarity check often used is quite

straightforward, consisting of a check of the brightness difference in each spectral

band.The difference allowable for two pixels to be considered part of the same cluster

is called the strip generation parameter.

9.6.4

Variations on the Single Pass Algorithm

The technique outlined in the preceding section has a number of variations. For

example, the initial cluster centres can be specified by the user or alternatively can

be created from the data using a critical distance parameter as illustrated in Fig. 9.4.

Moreover rather than use a multiplier of standard deviation for assigning pixels from

the second and subsequent rows of samples, some algorithms proceed exactly as for

the first row, with standard deviation information not used at all. Some algorithms

use the L1 metric of (9.2), rather than Euclidean distance, and some check inter-

cluster distances and merge if this is indicated; periodically small clusters can also

be eliminated.

The package known asMultiSpec, also uses just critical distance parameters over

the full range, although the user can specify a different critical distance for the second

and later rows of samples (Landgrebe and Biehl, 2004).
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9.6.5

An Example

As an illustration, the single pass procedure has been applied to the data of Fig. 9.3a.

An initial critical distance of 15.0was used, alongwith a standard deviationmultiplier

of 20.0 and a strip generation parameter of 1.0. The results produced are shown in

Table 9.2 and Fig. 9.6. Two points are to be noted. First, different clusters have

been found compared with those of the iterative optimization algorithm in Sect. 9.5.

In this case there are two soil and two vegetation classes. Secondly, the essential

spatial character of the classes has been produced with this algorithm even though

the cluster centres generated are also at different locations in the multispectral space.

Again, the proceduremay need to be used interactively in practice to achieve a desired

segmentation.

Table 9.2. Cluster means and standard deviations for Fig. 9.6. generated by the single pass

algorithm

9.7
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering

Another clustering technique that does not require the user to specify the number of

classes beforehand is hierarchical clustering. In fact this method produces an output

that allows the user to decide the set of natural groupings into which the data falls.

The procedure commences by assuming all pixels are individual clusters, it then

systematically merges neighbouring clusters by checking distances between means.

This is continued until all pixels appear in a single, larger cluster.An important aspect

of the approach is that the history of mergings, or fusions as they are usually called
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Fig. 9.6. a Cluster map and b cluster centres produced for the data of Fig. 9.3a, using the

single pass clustering procedure

in this method, is displayed on a dendrogram. This is a diagram that shows at what

distances between centres particular clusters are merged.An example of hierarchical

clustering, along with its fusion dendrogram is shown in Fig. 9.7. This uses the same

two dimensional data set as Fig. 9.2, but note that the ultimate cluster compositions

are slightly different. This demonstrates again that different algorithms can and do

produce different clusterings.

The fusion dendrogram of a particular hierarchical clustering exercise can be

inspected in an endeavour to determine the intrinsic number of clusters or spectral

classes in the data. Long vertical sections in the dendrogram between fusions indicate

regions of “stability” which reflect natural data groupings. In Fig. 9.7 the longest

region on the distance scale between fusions corresponds to two clusters in the data.

One could conclude therefore that this data falls most naturally into two groups.

In the example presented, similarity between clusters was judged on the basis of

Euclidean distance. Other similarity measures exist and are sometimes used, includ-

ing divergence metrics as covered in Chap. 10.

The method given above is called agglomerative in view of its starting with a

large number of clusters which it fuses progressively into a single cluster. Divisive

hierarchical clustering procedures also exist in which the data is initialised as a single

cluster which is progressively subdivided; these are more expensive computationally

and are rarely used. Indeed hierarchical clustering generally does not find a lot of

application in remote sensing image analysis since usually a large number of pixels

is involved. Nevertheless it is a useful technique for small image data segments

particularly since it can reveal data structure.
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Fig. 9.7.An illustration of agglomerative hierarchical clustering, using Euclidean distance as

a similarity measure
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9.8
Clustering by Histogram Peak Selection

A multidimensional histogram of a segment of image data may exhibit peaks at the

locations of spectral classes or clusters. Consequently, a further clustering technique

adopted with remote sensing data is to construct such a histogram and then search it

to find the location of its peaks. Pixels are then associated with the nearest peak to

produce the clusters. This method has been described by Letts (1978).

In using histogram peak selection as a clustering technique it is important to

keep in mind that the data and the histogram are discrete in nature and not contin-

uous, as shown in Fig. 9.8. To see the implications of this, consider the following

calculation. A 100 pixel by 100 pixel image segment consists of 10,000 pixels. Sup-

pose this corresponds to data with four spectral components each quantised into 256

levels of brightness. Then the corresponding four dimensional histogram will have

(256)4 = 4295 million bins or locations into which counts (pixels) will be accumu-

lated. If the bins were filled uniformly then a very sparse histogram would result.

Indeed, on the average, there would be only one pixel per half a million bins. Each

pixel thereforewould appear as a local peak, which clearlywould not be a true cluster.

The bins of course would not be filled uniformly but nevertheless with bins only one

brightness value wide in each spectral component, many artificial peaks will result

from some isolated bins occupied by a single pixel and surrounded by empty bins. To

circumvent this problem the histogram is accumulated with bins which are several

brightness values wide in each dimension. In addition the dynamic range of the data

in each dimension is ascertained beforehand from an inspection of the individual

histograms in those dimensions. As an illustration, if the individual spectral compo-

nent histograms for the four bands covered the ranges (35,95), (25,105), (20,80) and

(5,65) and bin sizes of 10 brightness values were chosen for each dimension then the

Fig. 9.8. Illustration of a two dimensional histogram emphasising its discrete nature
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Fig. 9.9. False indication of peaks in a two

dimensional histogram,when thepeakdetec-

tion algorithm only searches parallel to the

bins

total number of four dimensional bins is now 6×8×6×6 = 1728.With a 100×100

pixel image segment therefore, there are, on the average, 6 pixels per bin which is

probably acceptable (although low) to guarantee that peaks determined represent the

location of real clusters in the data and not artifacts. Clearly resolution is sacrificed

but this is necessary to yield an acceptable clustering by this approach.

Themaximumdetection algorithmused in this clustering procedure cannot be too

sophisticated otherwise the method becomes too expensive to implement. Usually

it consists of locating bins in which the count is higher than in the neighbouring

bins along the same row and down the same column. For correlated data this can

sometimes lead to false indications of peaks, as depicted in Fig. 9.9, in the vicinity

of true peaks. This will be so particularly for smaller bin sizes. A better maximum

detection procedure is to check diagonal neighbours aswell but of course this doubles

the search time.

Clearly this technique is only useful when the dimensionality of the data is low

(just a few spectral bands). Because of the enormous number of bins that would be

generated, and the extreme sparseness of the resulting histogram (see Problem 1.9),

the method is not applicable to hyperspectral data sets.

References for Chapter 9

Cluster analysis is a common tool in many applications that involve large amounts of data.

Consequently source material on clustering algorithms will be found spread over many disci-

plines including numerical taxonomy, the social sciences and the physical sciences. However,

because of the immense volumes of data to be clustered in remote sensing, the range of tech-

niques that can be used is limited largely to those methods presented in this chapter and to their

variations. Some more general treatments however that may be of value include Anderberg

(1973), Hartigan (1975), Tryon and Bailey (1970) and Ryzin (1977).


